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Addendum for Chem125A Syllabus – Spring 2020

The purpose of this syllabus addendum is to provide students with instructions on transition to flexible online labs:

1. The PowerPoint, instructional and demonstration video will be shared with students under pages in Canvas by using google shared links each week. The starting time is changed into a flexible online mode according to students’ needs. (The original course time was between 6:00 to 9:00 pm.)

2. Students should complete the pre-lab first before the experiment demonstration video.

3. According to the specific experiment, experimental results/data will be provided, available to students at the starting time of their lab session under assignments in Canvas. Students will complete a lab report based on the given data. Pictures of all lab report pages, including calculations and necessary plots should be taken and uploaded to Assignments in Canvas by the deadline.

4. Students will have 10 days to finish each experiment report. 10 points off per week penalty will be applied to late submission.

5. Monday afternoon offices hours are elongated from 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm on Webex. Instructor and TA will respond to student questions/messages through NJIT email, Chat in Canvas and Webex.
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